PUT AN END TO THOSE CALLBACKS WITH THE FRAMESAVER™ FRAME

On a typical door frame, wicking, rot or insect damage occurs at the base because that’s the portion of the frame which has the most exposure to moisture and insects. Total frame defense frames are full immersion treated with a clear paintable wood preservative with anti-fungal properties, and are backed by a lifetime limited warranty which includes frame replacement up to $250 in labor costs.

EXTERIOR FRAME ASSEMBLY

TYPICAL HINGE ATTACHMENT

(2) #9 x 2 1/4” WOOD SCREWS TO BE ADDED DURING INSTALLATION

TYPICAL THRESHOLD & SIDE JAMB ATTACHMENT

(3) #9 x 1 3/4” LONG FLAT HEAD WOOD SCREWS

TYPICAL HEADER & SIDE JAMB ATTACHMENT

(3) #8 x 1 3/4” LONG FLAT HEAD WOOD SCREWS
FRAME SAVER SIDE JAMB W/ FINGER JOINTED KILN DRYED HEAD – PRIMED

PRIMED & PVC 1 x 4 SUBCASING AND 180 BRICK MOULD ARE AVAILABLE ON ALL EXTERIOR DOOR UNITS

SECURITY PLATE FOR DEAD BOLTS